Inch-Marked® Electrunite® Electrical Metallic Tubing

The difference you can see

Distributors and contractors know that Inch-Marked® Electrical Metallic Tubing from Republic Conduit guarantees the very best user experience.

From the steel used to make the product to the final markings which reduce installation complexity, Republic Conduit’s EMT is designed with the user in mind. Using feedback from our customers, we’ve taken another step towards making our product slicker and easier to use.

Introducing Republic Conduit improved Inch-Marked® EMT, directly embossed into the tube itself.

When distributors and contractors look for the best, they go with the difference they can see.

MECHANICAL CONSISTENCY
• Precise bending in the same plane
• Exact inch measurement

PERMANENT INCH-MARKING
• Stronger abrasion resistance
• Indelible throughout the life of the tube

All Republic Conduit EMT is made from steel which is melted and rolled in the United States.

*1/2", 3/4", and 1" sizes of Republic’s EMT are furnished bearing the Inch-Marked® and Guide-Lined® trademarks and with diamond-knurled inside finish for easier wire pull/push.
For further information please contact
info@republicconduit.com
800 840 8823
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